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We study the weight disaribution elf irreducible cyclic (n, k) codes with block lengths 
n = n,((q’ - 1)/N), where N 1 q - 1, gcd(n,, N) = 1, and gcd(l, N) = 1. We present 1;he weight 
enumerator polynomial, A(z), when k zf n,& k = (n, -- l)f, and k = 2L We also show how to find 
A(t) in general by studying the generator matrix of an (n,, m) linear code, Vt, over GF(q’) 
‘I; %rzre d = gcd @d,,(q), I). Specifjcally we study A(x) when V’, is a maximum distance 
separable code, a maximal shiftregiater code, and a semiprimitive code. We tabulate some. 
numbers A, which completely determine the weight distribution of any irreducible cyclic 
(r(,(2’ - l), k) code over GF(2) for all n1 e 17. 
En this paper we want to study irreducible cyclic codes over (SF(q) with block 
!engths n = PI&J’ - 1). We begin by giving a definition of an irreducible cyclic: code. 
DefioUon 1.1. Let h(x) e CF(q)[x] be an irreducible polynomial of degree k 
and period n. An irreducible cyclic (n,, k) code V over GF(q) is then defined by 
v = (n(c) 1 u(c) = (%(c),‘Trf(cj3), . . ., Tr:(cIIQ”-‘)), c E GF(q’)} 
where J? is root of h(x). (Here k is, the multiphcative order of y (mod n) ) 
l%e problem of finding the weight ‘enumerator polynomials for irreducible cyclic 
CO&S has been studied by ma.ny authors. Few genc,ral results have been obtained. 
In [4] Delsarte and Goethats found an infinite ciass of irreducible binary *cyclic 
codes in which only two weights occurred, ar5.d which contained a class of 
; two-weight codes discovered by McESme [5]. 
fn [I] Baumert ajd McEfiece generalized these results by showing the existence 
‘t ; of irreducibh? cyclic two-weight codes over GF(q). 
;i ? $ McEhece and Rumsey [‘7] studied the weight distribution of irreducible cyclic 
i axies by using earlier results on Gaussian sums. Let N = ((p” - 1)/n) be the 
‘. s INS&M of ngqxzem cycles in the irreducibfe code. They constructed an infijnite 
i quence of &xiu&ie cyclic codes which had the same IV. The weight distribution 
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of the &duciblts cyclic codes in this sequence could be found from the knou;ledge 
of the shoflesr; cyclic code in the sequence. 
The weight enumerator for irreducible cyclic codes has been determined in the 
following caseyi;. 
(1) When &’ 1 p’ + 1 f!Jr some j > 0 then we get a class of two-weight codes, see 
Baumert and McEliece [l]. 
(2) For N = 2 the weight distribution is found by Baumert and McEliece f 11. 
(3) For N = 3 and N = 4 the weight distribution is’ found by Mykkeltveit 
(unpublished). 
(4) For N a prime, N = 3 (mod 4), and ord, (N) = (N - Q/2, the weight distribu- 
tion is due to Baumert and Mykkeltveit [2]. 
In [6] McEliece extended these results to GF(q). He also proved that the results 
are true when N is replaced by N1 = gcd((q’ - 1)/n, (qk - I)& - 1)). 
In this paper we will construct an infinite sequence of irreducible cyclic codes 
over GFQ), with block lengths n = nt(qJ - l), where nl and d = gcd (ord,&), I) 
are fixed. -Note that the number of cycies will not be constant in these sequences. 
We will show that if thlr: weight enumerator polynomial for an arbitrary 
(n, k) = (n,(q’ - l), ml) code V in this sequence is A (2) then A (z) = A *(z~‘-‘~~-*)), 
where A*(z) is the weight enumerator polynomial of an (nn, m) code V* over 
GF(q’) (Lemma 2.4). A similar result is proved by Goethals [8] when 
gcd(nl,q’- l)= 1. 
The main goal with this paper is to show that (Corollary 4.4, Lemma 4.5, 
Theorem 4-6, and Corollaq 4.7): 
(a) V* is ‘the direct sum of e copies of an (nJe, m /e) code VT’ over GF(q ‘), and 
thus A*(z) = (A *‘(z))IL, for ‘+,orne integer e dividing gcd(nl, m). 
(b) A *‘@) is determined by some integers Ail, i = 0, 1, . . ., nJe, j = 0,1, . . ., m/e 
which only depend on the generator matrix for the code V$‘. 
‘Ibs we reduce the problem of finding the weight enumerator polynomials for 
the infinite sequence of codes to the problem of finding ((n,/e)+ l)((m/e)+ 1) 
numbers Ari. 
2. some basCc resuhs 
In this section we present some results which will be useful later. We also give the 
weight enumerators for three infinite classes of irreducible cyclic codes. 
V = {o(c) 1 u(c) = (T$(c), Tti(cp), . . ., Tr!(c@“-‘)t. c E GF(Q~)) 
a!n imducible cyclic code otter GF(q), tit n = nl n2 where nl f qJ - f . Ttren the 
nts af v(c) can be arranged CLS an ns x 1t2 matrix (ut,+) such that uJrh =e, 
I3 (/3’““1 Tr:(c/3’1)4). 
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prorofa Let 0 s j < ?z. Then j can be writt!en uniquely as J = jzn, + j, with Q 6 j, < 
nl and 0 s j2 ;f n2, Let Z+(C) denote the jth component in a(c). Then 
oi (c) = Tr:(c/Y) 
zz Tr: (cp M%+Jl) 
= Tr: (#3 ~1 c@ ‘a). 
Since @ nk9 = 1 we have #3’2”* E GF(q’). Therefore 
t+(c) = Tr: (/3@1 Tr:(cp ‘1)) 
= &tfz- 
Corollary 2.2. Let n = nlrz2 where 0~19’ -- 1 and 1 is as small as possible. Then 
each row -vector belungs to an ineducibk cyclic (n2, 1) code. 
In particular, if n2 = q’ - 1, thus k = ml, then each row-vector belongs to a 
maximal shift-register code. 
From now on we assume that n2 = q’ - 1. We will USP, the following notations: 
V = {u(c) 1 u(c) = (Tr:(c), Tr:(c@), . . ., Tr:(c/3”-‘)), c E GF(q’)}, 
t’* = {o*(c) 1 a*(c) = (Trf’(c), Tr:(c,@), . . ., Tr:(c/3”1-*)), c E GF(q ‘)I, 
V *+ = (g*+(c) 1 u*+(c) = (Tr;(c),Tr::(cp), . . .,Tr:(c@“-‘), c E GF($)}. _ 
We note that: 
V is an irreducible cyclic (n, ;C j code over GF(q), 
V* is a linear (nt, k/l) code over GF(q’), and 
V*+ is an irreducible cyclic (nl(q’ - I), k/l) code over GF(q’). 
Lemma 23. Let v*+ = (vO, ui,. . ., tk.&Z If*‘*. 7%en u~,+~ = #Y%. 
Proof. From the definition of V*’ we get 
0 svll+l = Y’r~(c#P’> = fl”lTr:(c/?‘) = P”w, 
since @ “1 E GF(q ‘). 
Lemma 2.4. Let A(z), A *(z), A ++(z) &tWe the weight enumerators of V, V’, 
V++ respectitxly. Then 
A(z)= A *(z 9'-'(9~13= A *+(z9'-'(9-ly[9'-i)). 
?& 
9" 
!# proof, Let A*(+= xr&At$. We have a cIne-to-one correspondence betweem 
f$ V* and V given by v*(c) ++ a(c). Let i he tfie weight of o*(c). According to 
:$: CarolMy 2.2 the weight of e(c) is q’-‘(y - I)i since i rows are nonzero anrd 
8 ql-‘(q - 1) is the wei@ of a nonzero codeword in a maximal shift register code. 
g 
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Therefore by deL!knition we get 
A @) = 2 A yz 4’-‘(4’1)t = pI .(z”-‘(4-1)) = A *+(ZP’-‘(4-l~(+I)) 
1-Q 
since A *‘(z) = A *(P’-I). We aIways have 16 k/l e nit. 
Tbw~em 2.5. bt V be an irreducible cyclic (n.,(q’ - I), k) co& met GF(q). If 
k/l = nl, then 
,A@) = t(f + ‘,ql - l)rQ’-“q-*‘)“l. 
P~MH. Since k/l = nl, V* is an (n,, nl) code. Therefore 
A*(*)=:,$ (n,)(q’_l)Y =(l+(q’-1)z)“l. I 
The theorem now f&lows from Lemma 2.4. 
. 
Tbwrem 2.6. Let 
k/l = n, - 1, then! 
V be an irreducible cycfic (nl(q’ - I), k) code over GsF(q). If 
J4# - 1)’ + (((1’ - l)(- l)izqb,{q_~~ 
4’ 
. 
Proof. Since k//l = nr - 1, V* is an (nt, nl - 1) linear code. By Lemma 2.3 the 
parity check polynomial H(x) of V*+ must divide ~“1 - p”‘. We have’x- - /3%= 
II;:,‘(x - a’j3) where cy is a primitive n,th root of unity. Since H(x) has degree 
n, - 1 we have H(x) = ((PI- a“l)/(x - aup)) for some u such that a’/3 E GF(q’). 
Therefore 
for 6 = era& Since V* consists of the first rtl-tuple of the codewords in V**, which 
has H(x) as parity check polynomial, then V* is an (~1, nl- 1) code. 
The dual code VF of V* is an (nr, 1) code, and (P’t”, . . ., 6, 1) is a codeword in 
the dust code. Tllerefore 
\ It I = {~(Snl-‘, . . ., 6, l)/ y E.GF(q’)}. 
Let B*(z) denote the weigha enumerator of Vf. Then B*(r) = 1. + (q’ - 1)~“‘. 
Using MaeWilliams identities we get 
q’A*(z)l=(l~(q’-l)~~~~(l+ffi;fl)z) 
= (l+ (4’ - l)rp + (q’ - I)(1 - r)“a 
“1 
= c( 1 nr ((q’-1)‘~(q”-1)(-l)’ igO i
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We now apply Lemma 2.4 and get the desired result. 
In Theorem A.3 we find the vatuesof nl and I for which k/Z = nl or k/f = nl - 1. 
ERUUIIP#~. Let V be an (35,121 irreducibie binary code. We put nl = 5, I = 3. Then 
k/l = 4 = nr - 1, and we can apply eorem 2.6 to get 
= 1+70z8+420z1f+ 1505z16+2100rZQ. 
This agrees with Table 16.1 in Berkkamp [3]. 
Theorem 2.7. Let V be m (n,(q’ - I), k) irreducible cyclic code over GF(q). Zf 
k/i = 2, then the weight enrumerator uf V is 
A(*) = 1 + (q’ a 1)n,zQl-f(~-‘)(“,-‘) + (q*’ - 1 _ (q’ _ l)nl)t4.‘-“*-1)m,a 
Ptaof. By Lemma 2.4 it is suacient to prove that V* - (0) has no codewords of 
weight less than nl - 1, and to find the number of codewords of weight nr - 1. 
Suppose v*(c) = (vO, . . ., vn,+) has vj = 0 and u~.+~ = 0 for some s > 0. We want to 
show that this leads to a contradiction. Let u*‘(c) = (~0, . . ., v,,-,). Choose I such 
that /3”” = v& v/+*41, an dOcteq’- 1. This is possible since j3 “1 is a primitive 
element of GF(q’). By Lemma 2.3 we have 
( vj+#&,n Vi+n,r41 )=CS %~ #P’Vj+;) 
= 
I(0 * Vj+r+l ) 
= 
t Uj+r, Vj4S41 ) l 
Since dim V**.= 2, this means that o*‘(c) has period E where E s nit - s < nlf s 
i nl(q’ - 1). This is impossible since V++ is an (n,(q’ - 1), 2) irreducible c;rclic code. 
,*4 i_ t; !- , Since V** is cyclic and V* has period nl we have G 3. c-2 I. ) t’ 1 2 t A $, = ?tli{U et w*+ - {O}l v(l= O}f = n*(qf - 1). “1 -,: :*- :s 
i :. By Lemma 2.4, ‘:I: ;& 6. 3. 
A@) = 1 + (ql ._ l),t,9’-‘(9-llh-3)+ qq*’ - 1 - (qf - l)nl)z”-“Q-l’n,. 
N== 
,_&_=_L;pttllq’ + 1 
?i&’ - 1) Rr 
9 
m 23 is a spec&tl case of a theorem of Baumert and NXcEiiece [l] which they 
pwwxi by other methods+ 
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3. Cada with datai generator mm&ices 
In this section we will study some infinite sequences of linear codes which have 
related generator matric -s. A.11 of the codes in the sequence are (n, m) &es, and 
the I th code has codewords from GF(q’)“. Xn the following sections we will apply 
the results in this section and get some results on the weight distribution of 
irreducible cyclic codes, We will here, however, formuiate and prove the results for 
linear codes in general. 
L,emma 3.1. kt X1 = GF(q’)“. Let F &mote the family sf subspaces of X,. F’r 
UGFdefine Ku by 
Ku={xEx+*u=O~ UEU}. 
(ii) If US, U2 E F ad US # U2, then Ku n Ku = 8. 
(iii) Let @ be an m x 11 matrix over GF(q j, and kt gi denote the ith column of C. 
LetUEFmdxE& ‘Rhenw(x,G)=n-I(tlg+Ev)!. Wewritew(G,U)forthis 
tNW.dMY‘ 
Pmf. (i) By definition Ktl c XI for U E E;. Let x E XI. DeIine Uz = 
(PEX*lX~U = 0). Then U’ E F and x E Ku,. Therefore Xt c u UaF&V. 
(ii) Stipple x E KU n K 
Since x E KUZ and x l ;, 
u,. Let ut E U1. Then since x E &, we have x l ul = 0. 
= 0, u1 E Uz. Hence U, c &. By symmetry Ui = U2 which 
is a contradiction. 
(iii) Let x E Kv. 
That is, 
Therefore Ku, f7 K u2 = 8 when U1 # U2. 
Let a = xG. Then a, = x . gi. Hence ar = 0 if and only if gi E U. 
w(xG)= 
Therefore w(xG) oniy depends on U and G. 
(iv) Let UEF, dimU=m-j. Let 
be a bIrdsis for X1 such that {u,+*, . . ., u,,,} is a basis for U. Considered as a s&set of 
Xt, B :is 2 basis for Xl. Let {o?, . . ., oz} be a basis dual of the basis 8, i.e. such that 
o,$= $.~enx=~I”,I~~~~f~~ifandonlyifX,=Ofori=j+~,j+2,...,~ 
and x1=, CY~X, # 0 for all (al,. . ., q) E GF(qy \((O, .. .,O)). If we chmse XI, ~2, l a l , xl 
one at the time there are qt - 1 choices for xr since xl # 0. There are q’ - q chokes 
for x2 since x2 + alxr f 0 for all CT~ E GF(q), etc. Hence the total number of chokes 
for (x +.,xJ to make XE Ku is r&,(q’-q’). 
an 1~s x n matix where gq E GF(q). Let Gt * (g$‘) 
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where g!;‘= Sigy for some dSi E GF(q')\(O}. Let Vf = (xGf 1 x E Yl} be an (pt, m) 
linear code over GF(I;~‘). LtFt A’(z) denote thl_p weight enumerator of Vf. Then 
Al(t) = 2 j: Aii(q’ 
4-O /dl 
- Q(q” I q) . . . (q‘ u qt’-yI 
whelk A,j is the number of (m - j)-dimer.sionaZ subspaces of X1., which contain 
exkctly n - i of the n coZumn pectors of G. 
Prwlf. LH g, denote the j th column of G. Then 8/g/ is the j th column of Cf. We 
then have w (XC,) = w&G) for x E Xh since x 9 g, = 0 if and only if x .8,g, = 0. 
By definition and by Lemma 3.1 WC have, 
= c c *w-J 
UEF rczKU 
- l)(q' - qJi* * ‘(ql - q’-I) 1. 
i=O j-0 UEF 
w(C. U)=i 
dmU=m-j 
CoroUary 3.3. For j = 0,2,. . ., m we hczue 
mf. By Thel~rem 3.2 we have 
r: n A&I(WEF/dimU=m -j,w(G,U)=i}(=1{UEFIdimU=m-j)l. 4-6 i-0 . 
Hence xLoAY is the number of (m - ,j)dinxnsionai subspaces of an m - 
dimensiona vwtorspace over GF(q), which is equal to rkb((q” - q’)/(q’ - 4’)) 
according to Berlekamp [3, p 2611. 
Let r = ard,,(q)* m = ord,,+ ,,(qP), and d = gcd(ord., (q), I), and jet G ‘: and G $ 
denote the generator matfices of VT ~xl Z respectively. When gcd (nl, 
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(9’ - uR9d - 1)) = 1, we show that e: and CJ f are related as in Theorem 3.2, so 
that we can obtain the weight enumerator pokynomial of Vl: considering Gz only. 
When gcd(n,, (9’ - l)/(qd - 1)) > 1, we show that &;r is related to the direct sum 
of copies of C’,. for some b’, for which we can apply Theorem 3.2 and obtain the 
weight enumerator polynomial of V?. 
Lemma 4.1. If gcd(a, b)= 1, b 1 c, a& cf 0 then there exists a t such that 
gcdjut+ b,c)= 1. 
Proaf. Let N = Kiplcp*rcp. Choose t such that ut + b = 1 (mod IV). Suppose 
p 1 gcd(at -t b, c). Then p 1 c and p $ IV. Therefore p 1 a which gives that p $ b. 
Hence p 4’ at + b, a contradiction. 
Theorem 4.2. Let V$’ be an irreducible cyclic (n&q * - I), m ) code over GF(9 d, 
with generator matrix 
G a+ = [l,/?, @, . . ., p(+lq 
If d = gcd(ord,(q), I) and gcd(nl,(9’ - l)/(qd - 1)) = 1, then there exists an 
element & of GF(9’) suc& that the code with generator mat& 
is an irreducible cyclic (n,(9’ - l), m ) code orber GF(9’). 
Remark. Note that we regard G Z” and G?’ as m x nl(qd - 1) and m x nI(9’ - 1) 
matrices over GF(q*) and GF(9’) respectively. 
Prwf. Since the order of p is nI(ad - I)* fl”l is a primitive root of GF(qd). Choose 
a primitive root + of GF(9’) such that /35 = #(*‘-‘Y~sd-l) and choose t such that 
gcd(n,t + (9l- 1)!(9” - l),q’ - 1) = 1. This is possible by Lemma 4J. Put )5 = @‘. 
According to Lefama A.2 it is sufficient o show that 6/3 is an element of order 
Q9’ - 1). 
Suppose (8@)’ = 1. Then JY’$#“~ = 1 and therefore ~r(n~r*(qr-tM(9d~*)) = 1. Since 
gcd(n,f + (9’ - l)/(qd - 1),9l- 1) = 1 we get t =O {mod9 -- 1). Put r = ~(9’ - 9). 
We have Ss(q’-l)~~~q’-*~ = 1 which means that /3”(a’-1’ =1, Therefare a(9’ - i j fiiaD 0 
(mod e(q* - 1)) and so 49’ - l)/(q” - l)=O (mod nl). Since 
gcd(n,, (9’ - O/(rld - 1)) = 1, this means that Q * 0 (mod n,). Since f6p)“a’9’q lf = 1 
we conclude that 8p is an element of order n,(q’ - 1) 
Theorem 4.3. Let VT+ be un irreducible cyclic ( nI(9 ’ - l), m ) co& over GF(q ‘) 
with generator matrix 3 
c T’ = [l, 7, y2,. . ., f-q. 
tes d = cd(ord,*(q ), 1). 
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If gcd(n&’ - l)/(qd - 1)) = 1, then there exists an element 6 of GF(q’), and an 
element F of order n,(q* -, 1) such that 
(i) Gt’ = [I, &$ s’p”, . . “, ~%(~‘-*~-’ p(q’- v-q 
and 
(ii) G z+ = [ I,@, fi2, . . ., j3 “l’q”-‘b’] 
is a generator matrix for an irreducible cyclic (n,(q” - I), m) co& ouer GF(qd). 
Proof. By Lemma A.2 we have an irreducible cyclic (nl(qd - l), m ) code over 
GF(qd). Let &, be a root of the parity check polynomial of this code. By Theorem 
4.2 we can choose Se such that && is an ePernent of order n,(q’ - 1). Then $151, = y’ 
for some s where gcd(s, n,(q’ -- 1)) = 1. Let rs = 1 (mod n&g’ - 1)). Then S = & 
and #I = & satisfy Theorem 4.13 since gcd(‘r, nl(qd - 1)) = 1. 
CoroMary 4.4. Let A T(z) dencpte the weight enumerutor polynomial of v:. Under 
the conditions of Theorem 4.3, 
A?(r)= 2 2 A,(q’ - l)(q’ - 4’)’ l ‘(4’ - qdo-‘I)$ 
t-0 j=O 
where Aid is the number of (m - j)-dimensional subspaces of GF(qd)” which contain 
exactly nl - i of the nl columns of GZ. 
Proof. By definition and by Theorem 4.21 we have 
and 
G’: = [l, &3, S’j3”, . . ., iYs-‘/3nq-‘] 
G: = [1, B, /3’, . . ., /3+]. 
Then the conditions of Theorem 3.2 hold and the corollary folllows. 
If gcd(nr, (qt - l)/(qd - 1)) >s 1, then by Theorem A,6 gcd(nl, m)> 1. We then 
can express the weight enumerator polynomial A t(r) by the weight enumerator 
poiynomial of A ‘$(z) for somle d’. 
Lemma 4.5. Suppse e 1 gcd(nt , m ) and let n i = nJe, m ’ = m /e. Suppose 
orLt,‘r+I,(q’) = m’ and let V:’ denote an irreducible (nr(q’ -a l), m ) code over 
GF(q ‘) with check polynomhl h (x). Then there exists Gn ineducible (n I(q ’ - l), m ‘) 
code, vf’” suy, ooer GF(q’) with check plolynomial h’(x) for which 
(i) h(x) = h’(x’), 
(ii) v:+ is the direct sum of e copies of Vt”, 
i, (iii) A(z) = (A ‘+(z))? 
prove li) since (ii) and (iii) follow easily from (i). Let j3 be a 
l)th robt of unity in GF(q”‘). Then /3’ = /3” is a primitive 
unity in GF’(q “‘3. Suppose h ‘(B’) = 0. I*hen h’@‘) = 0 = h ‘(/3’ ), 
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which means that #j is a root of h’(x’). Since h(x) is irreducible and has the same: 
degree as h’(x’), we get h(x)= h’(x’). 
~haorern 4.6. Let VT+ be an irmfucible cyclic (bt,(q’ - I), m) code otwr GIF(q’].. 
men VT” is the direcr sum elf e wpies of VT”, n&ere VZ” is an itreducible cyclil: 
((n,/e)(q’ - 1), m/e) code over GF(q’) with gcdfnfi/e, (q’ - l)/(qd’- 1)) = 1 where 
d’ = gcd(ord,,,e(q), 1). 
By Theorem A.6 there exists an e 1 gcd(n*, m) such that gczd (n&. 
- 1)) = 1, where d’ = gcd (ord,,l, (q), I) and ord~,r,,~I+lI(q ‘) = m /e. I$~,, 
Lemma 4.5 (ii) we get the desired result. 
In the appendix we not only prove that there exists 
(q’ - I)/(qJ’- I)) = 1, but we find thz maximal e with 
result and the previous ones we get 
Corollary 4.7. Let V be an irreducible (n,(q’ - l), ml) 
A(z) be the weight enumerator polynomial of V. Then 
an e such that gcd(n,/e. 
this property. Using thii 
code over GF(q), ad let 
where e. is defined in Theorem A.9, do = gcd(ord,,,(q), 1) und Ail denotes thi! 
number of ((m le,) - j)-dimensional subspaces of GF(qdo)m’eo which contain exactly 
((n,le,) - i) of the nlleo column vectors of G$, (the generator matrix of that 
(n,le,, m !e,) code V*,, CGF(qdO)*ltco). 
Pro& This is an immediate consequence of Corollary 4.4, Lemma 4.5, Theorerrt 
4.6, Theorem A.9, and Lemma 2.4. 
Example. We want to find the weight enumerator polynomials of (~b, k)= 
(175(2’ - l), ml) irreducible cyclic codes over GF(2) which have d = 
gcd(ord,,(2), I) = 3. By Theorem A.2 m = 140 and by Theorem A.9 eti = 35 
Therefore we get from Corollary 4.7 and Theorem 2.6 
In the apperldix we determine the nt’s for which we have nt /a0 = (nlle+ ‘1 ancl 
180 = 2 (Theorem A.11 and Theorem A. 12). For those values of n, the wei@ 
rator ptilynomial may be found from Theorem 2. 
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5. A generalization 
It is possible to extend the results obtained here and get A(t) for irreducible 
cyclic codes with block lengths 
where N 1 q - 1, gcd(nI, N) == I, and gcd(l, N) = 1. For these codes it is possible to 
find A(z) in a similar way, but we can usually not find the complete weight 
enumerator polynomial since the nonzero elements no longer occur equally often 
when NH. 
To show how the results extend we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.1. Let V be an irreducible cyclic (n, k) code over GF(q), where n = xy 
and ~14-11. rflvly and gcd(N9 x) =: 1, then there exists an irreducible cyclic 
(n/N, k) code V’ over GF(q) and 
A’(z)= A(?) 
where A (I) and A’(t) denote the weight lenumeratcfr polynomials of V and V’ 
respectively. 
Proof.’ Let /3 be an element in GF(q’) of order n = xy. By Definition 1.1 
Put 
V = (v(c) 1 u(c) = l(Trf(c), Tr:(@), . . ., Tr:(cp”-‘), c E GF(q’)}. 
V’ = (v(c) 1 u(c) = Ta:(c), Tti(c@“), . . ., Tr:(c/3N(n’N-‘))Y c E GF(q’)) 
To show that V’ is an irreducible cyclic (n/N, k) code over GE(q), it is suscient to 
show that k = ord@IN(g ). Let k ’ = ord,&q). Then k ’ I k. Let yl = &,INp’p(y’ and let 
y = yly2. Then gcd(y,, yrx) = I. Since xy2 1 ~/IV 1 qL’- I and yI 1 y I q - II I q”‘- 1 we 
have that xyIy2 = n /4”- 1, Hence k I k’ and therefore k = k ‘. 
Putj=j~x+j,,O~jl<x,U~j2<y,andputt=t~~+tl,O~t,~~,O~~~~ylN. 
If we let B(C) = @o(c), VI(C), . . ., vi-,(c)) cz V and v’(c) = 
(&(C ), u,(c ), ’ l l ? vBtN.&)) E V’, then we can write 
q(c) = /3j2”Tr:(c@‘l) 
and 
v:(c) = /3 ‘+Tr:(cfiI w’). 
i We also have that Tr@#‘) := 0 if and only if Tr$$~~) = 0 where j = j0 (mod x) and 
i 0 6 10 < x. Since gcd(N, x) =: 1, Nt, rum through a complete residue system (mod x) 
@ when tl does. Let A *(z) djenote the weight enumerator polynomial of the linear 
P cJ& 
V* = {v*(c)1 u+(c) = (Tr:(c),Tr@@), . . .,Tr~(cj3’-‘), c E GF(4”)). 
Then we have 
A’(z) = A ‘(I ““) 
and 
A(z) = A *(z’). . 
Hence A’(t) = ,I fz”‘C*) which was to bu: proved. 
We now let V bb =fq irreducible cyclic code with block length R = R&’ - 1). Let 
Niq-1, gcd(n?, _ ‘2:* 1, and gcd(& N)= 1. We write 1’1 = 
n, ((q’ - I)/@ - i))(q - L 8 =:d put x = nl ((4’ - l)/(q - 1)) and y z up - 1. TW 
N i y and gr,d(N, x) =. I, !I ze gcd(nl((q’ - l)/(q -c l)), N) = gcd(M, N) r 1. By 
Theorem 5.1 there exists JI irreducible cyclic code V’ with block length II = 
nl (Q’ - 1)/N) which has the: some dimension as V and with A ‘(2) = A (t”?. ‘We 
can therefore find the weight clndmerator polynomials of all irreducible cyclic codes 
of block lengths n = nl ((q’ - ij/N) with N 1 q - I, gcd(nr, N) I= 1, and gcd(l, N) = 
I, by finding A (z) for irreducibrc yclic codes with block length II = n,(q’ - 1) aind 
put A’(z) = A(?). 
6. Bounds on tbe region in 8he (t, jimplane where A gl r 0 
If we let the integers Ali be arranged in an ttl X m array, then we are going to 
prove that certain elements in the upper right and the laker left corners have to 
be 0. 
Throughout he sectior we will assume that the sequence of codes for which we 
compute the integers A,,, is the sequence Vl: defined in Section 2. (Though, it is not 
hard to see that Theorem 2.1 applies to the more general situation adopted in 
Set t ion 3). 
The codes in the sequence Vf are irreducible only when gcd(l, r) = Q for some 
fixed d, and the generator matrix Cd for V*, is over GF(q”). In Sec:tions 4,7, and 8 
we will assume d =: 1. This is no restriction, since 6re may suppose that Q” has been 
replaced by 4 beforehand. 
We wil! identify GF(q” ) and GF(q)“, This is possible since each element in 
GF(y ” j may be represented by $11 m-dimensional vector over GF(q). Thus we 
mmetimes write Try(u) where u E GF(q)*, instead of Tr;“(a,) where .o, is the 
&ement ir. GF(y” ) which is represented by CL 
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E~smpte. Let Vf be the irreducible (9.6) code cwer GF(2). The array (A,,} is 
given below 
2 3 456 
Proof, Let G, = (1,/3$“, . . ., /3”1~‘) be the generatar matrix for VT. Let S denote 
the set af column vectors of Cj, and let Ui”, Ill*‘, . . ., Ui%) denote the distinct 
j**dimensionat subspzrws of GF(q)“. A11 the vectors in S axe distinct since p is a 
primitive nth root of unity and ni C n. From Theorem 3.2 we get 
Therefore 
192 T, Helfeseth, T. l&w-s, ,t Mykkeltveit 
Therefore 
f3 m-U+t) = 1% -maxIvl:‘lns~:$nl-Iv:l::r7SI~nl-(U:ldn.:P)-1rR,-r-l. f 
Sa we have proved that B, 4 B,+,. Since IGF(q)” R S I= f S I= ~1, and since 
{O] 0 S I= 0, we have that B0 = 0 and &, = nl, and we have proveId the assertion i  
Theorem 6.1 concerning the B,‘s. 
I’) Let t’ be the feast integer for which 1 LLt fl S I> 0 for all 1. If 0 G j G I’ we have 
that there exidlts a l2 for which 1 VP’ n S I= 0. From (6.1) we conch& ‘that G,, -I r= nx 
for 0 P’, or thart Ci = nr, for t = m - r’:~ j s m. 
We now assume r’< j9 avrd choose a f3 for which 
t Ul, u2,. .I ., q be a basis for Uf’g, and assume that &j E S. Such a basis exists 
because J’ < j and therefore 1 Ujrd n S I > 0. Ljet r/y< be the vector space spanned 
by us, ~2, . . .v q-1. Then ul f tJy$ n S but u,g’: U$), R S. Thus 
which proves that C! < c I+r for 0 6 j < r, and Theorem 6.1 is proived. 
7. Symmetrks in the semiprimitive case 
In this section we derive a symmetry in the integers AU when V’i is semiprimi- 
Eke. This symmetry was first observed from the numerical results (See Tabies 6 
and 7). 
Let GI be an arbitrary but fixed generator matrix for VT. Then all colurtm wcfom 
im /Cl are distinct. This is true if we choose G1 = [1, #I, #P, . . ., p N1’*‘). Therefore it 
must be true fcllr any generator matrix G1 for VT. 
From this arid from Lemma 3.1 it follows that the weight of a code word 
nding to a vector x E Ku is given by 
Pf U, denotc!i; the dual vector space of U we have that 
2 =fsn upI{esIt+u,=o,wA~ W.l}jS 
e consider ‘the sukode 7(&) of Vt defiqed by 
(7 2) . 
(7 9 . 
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Thus 7 is a one to one mappilng from the family of subspaces of G&q)” onto the 
family of subcodes of Vt. 
Suppose that dim(&)= j, and that we have numbered the code words in 7(U,) 
from 0 to 9’ - 1. Let D denote the 9’ x ntamatrix, whose i th ‘row rs the i th code 
tlrord in 7( &J.J. 
Since the rows of constitute a vectar space of dimension j cover GF(9), a 
olumn in D either contains zeroes only, or each element frclm GF(9) occurs 
*:xactly 9’*’ times in it. In the latter case the column contains r(4 - 39”’ nonzero 
elements. From (7.2) we see that the number of coiumns which contsin only zeroes 
is z, By counting the nonzero elements in D in two different ways we obtain, 
(@a - r)ql--‘(q -- 1) = y w* 
i-l 
WV 
Here w1 is the Hamming weight of the i th code word - n T( U,). (Ws: let w. = 0 be 
the weight of the allzero code word). Using (7.1)-(7.41) we obtain 
Lemma 7.1. Let iq, i =0,1,2 ,..., 9’- 1, be the Ebn ming weight of the ith code 
word in the subcode r( U,) of VT i%en 
where j = dim (UJ = mt - dim(W). 
An irreducible (PS, k) code: is said to be semiprimitive if k is even and there exists 
2r divisor k’ of k/2 for which (qk - 1)/n 1 q” + 1. It is shown in [l] that in this ca,se 
one nonzero cycle ((that is n code words), has Hamming weight WY& say, and all the 
other nonzero cycles have the same weight, which we denote by WS. 
If Vt* is semiprimitive, then Vf; contains nl(9 - 1) code words of weight 
WO = Wv(q - 1) and q” - l- n,(q - 1) code words of weight IV, = Wi/(q - 1). 
Theorem 7.2, Jf VT” is semiprimitive, then the corresponding integers Av satisfy, 
Al, = A rvil 
where 
jp=qx”-r (fir,-i)Wo+ 
( ( 
!zz.S q_II--Rl+i Wr 
) ) 
and 
‘1 
J =m-J. 
: Bpbot. Let * a @mMve root in W(q”), and put p = Jt(q” - 1)/n. We choose 
i a #O for which 
‘. 
1% T. Helleseth, T. EC&e, J. Mykkeltwit 
N=(qk - 1)/n is even and (4” + 1)/N is odd, in which case we may choose 
lo = N/2). We now choose as a generator matrix for V:, 
G, = [#o, i/try?&. . , lpyP-‘]. 
This is a generator matrix because /3 is a root of an irreducible polynomici of 
degree m over W(q), and so any m consecutive columns wiil be linearly 
independent over W(q). Therefore the m rows are linearly independent. 
Wo: also note that no two distinct columns in G1 are multiples of each other. For if 
c&B” c $“fJ ‘1+‘2, with 0 < t2 < nl and c E C%(q), then c = @ ‘2 E GF(q), and so 
B ‘z+‘) = 1. But this is impossible since p is a primitive nl(q - l)& rout of unity and 
It< n1. 
Let A be defined by 
A=I(U’IdimU’=m-j,IU’nSl=n,-i}l. 
From (7.1) and the definition of Arj it follows that Av = A. We now define a 
mapping rp., from the family of subspaces of GF(q)” onto the family of subcodes of 
Vt as follow~s 
Q(d)*= {c,n 1 Cy’ = (Try@‘), Try(u’p), . . ., Tr;“( u ‘/3 “I-‘))? u ’ E V’}, 
and put ?( u,) = rp( lu’) or uL = f'Q( u') (see (7.3)). 
From the definition of to it follows that w(c,#) = W. if and only if ~rl’ = #‘o/3’ for 
some f, 0 G 1~ n. That is, if and only if u’ = es for some s E S and c E GF(q) 
(Lemma 2.3). Since S does not contain two vectors which are multiples of each 
other, 7(&j = #I’) contains (q - 1)1 U’n S I= (q - l)(n, - i) cods words of 
we$h: Wo, and qm-/ - 1 - (q - l)(nl - i) code words of weight WI. Using Lemma 
7.1 E obtain 
w(G1, U) = 
1 
4 
m_‘_‘(s _ l)((q - l)(n, - i)Wo + 44”” - 1 - (4 - wl- OWd 
= ‘il 
l+j-m 
( 
(w-i)W+ 
( 
!lzzz.i q_l -n,+i W, . 
> > 
The relation UL = T-I 9, ( U’) establishes a one-to-one correspondence between 
subspac2s U’ of dimension m - j and the subspaces U of dimension j. 
refore A = A lej’, and Theorem 7.2 is proved. 
ur next theorem gives Ai, when m - j is small. In particular when VT is a 
* I urn distance separable (MIX) code, we wi 1 &term& every &. 
c simpli~ the notations we define 
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[I m =~-l)(q”-~)“*(~“-~‘-*) when Jo* . i (9’ --- l)(q’ - 4) ’ l l (4’ - q’-‘) H 9 
=By when j = 0. 
Note that [I”) is the number of j-dimensional subspaces of GF(q)“. 4s 
Theurem %A Let i. be the largest inte,ger such that any i. vectors from S will be 
linearly independent. 
If m -- j < ia, then 
Proof. Let SI C S, f S1 I= i, and let i s j c iO. We define B,(S) by 
B,(S) = ft[U 1 U CGF(q”), U vectorspace, dim CJ = j, U n S = Sl>i 
and Dj(Sl) by 
B,(S) = f { U 1 U C GF(q”), U vectorspace, dim U = j, U 3 SJ 1. 
We then have thau t 
2 B,(S) = Dj(Sl)* 
SpZSpZS 
(84 
We have that Dj(S,) equals the number of j-dimensional subspaces of GF(q”) 
which contain the fixed i-dimensional subspace U, spanned by S1. Therefore D,(S) 
is equal to the number of (j - i)-dimensiona! subspaces of GF(q”)/&, and so 
D,(S*)= 7 -ii ‘ 
i-1 
We then get from (8.1) that 
(8.2) 
We nerit show that B,(SI) does only depend on 1 S, I= i when j < iO. If j - i = 0, 
then B,(S1) = 1. Therefore Br(Sr) does not depend on S,. Suppose we have proved 
that Bj(SI) does not depend on SI for j - i < t and j XI iO. We get from (8.2) 
4 (SS + & SIC s B(S) [ m -4 Jz?=: 1 j-i ’ 
Q-2 
Pf i-r * = t and ,i c io, then by the induction hypotheses the terms under the 
summation sign do not depend on Sz since 1 &I > i. Therefore Bj (SI) does not 
depend on S1. We may therefore put E$(SI)= &a 
U&g this we rewrite (8.2) as foHows: 
1% T. HeUeseth, T. K&LX, J. Mykkelttd 
By 112, p. 491 this is equivale#vlt to 
By the definitions of & and Ait we have that 
and Theorem 8.1 is proved. 
An (or, k) code is defined to be MDS if and only if the minimal weight of a 
nonzero code word is n - k + 1. 
We have that VT is MDS if and only if V: is MDS, because these two codes have 
the same dimension and minimal weight. The weight enumerator for an MDS code 
is known, see [ll]. Using this we get the folllolwing theorem. 
Theorem 8.2. Let VT be an MDS code OWP GF(:q). Then the weight enumerator 
polynomial A T(t) for VT is given by 
A?(z)= I+2 zi( ;‘) 
n-0 
‘-‘$:m’ ( _ l)h ( ,t ) (q W-~--b,-m~) _ 1). 
Above we derived Theorem 8.2 from the known weiglht enumerator for MDS 
codes. But when Vf is MDS, then iO = m in Theorem 4.1, since the dual code VT”- 
is also MDS by [ll], and we can determine A t(z) comlpleteiy. We now derive 
Theorem 8.2 from Theorem 8.1. 
By Theorem 3.2 and by Theorem 8.1 we get that A f(s) is equal to 
X 
m -n,+i-h 
I d l 
e define [;j = 0 when t < s. Then we get that A T(z) i!s 
19, p. ‘761 we have that 
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X” _1=~ y 
[ 1 J-1 1 (x - 1)(x - 9) l l l (x - q’-I). 
If we let x = q’, then we get 
(91-~)(9’-9)=~~(9’-9~-*);=9’~-1 when n>O, 
Hence 
= 0 when n G 0. 
9. The weight enumerator polynomials for some irreducible cyclic codes with block 
lengths n = (I(# - l)/(q” - 1)) ‘((4’ - 1)/n) 
In this section we will find the weight enumerator p4ynomials of all irreducible 
cyclic codes with block lengths 
n=**-l 
N 
with 
nl == 4’ 
qd-1’ 
, 1 
d = gcd (ordRl(9), I), N 19 - 1, gcd (n,, N) = 1, and gcd (I, N) = 1. The codes consi- 
dered here have f/d nonzero weights. In particular when f = d, we get a class of 
equidistant codes whose weight distributions are well known [IO]. Note that we 
have t = fi 
‘h-rem 9.1. Let V be an irreducible cyck (n, ml) code with block length 
n = n4(q’ -- 1)/N). 
If ni = (q’ - l)#9(9d - I), d = gcd(ord,,(q), I), N 19 - 1, gcd(n,, N) = II, and 
gcd(!, N)= 1, then m = f/d and 
Prouf. %y Theorem 5.1 it is sufficient to prove the theorem for N = 1. 
By definiition and by Lemma A.2 we have 
We now find A (2). Since gcd (nI, (9’ - I)/(qd - 1)) = 1 we can apply Theorem 4.3 
which gives that V”,’ is an irreducible cyclic (nl(qd - I), m) code over GF(qd). 
198 T. Heilmeth, T. Kbe, .1. Mykkcltueit 
Since tiI = (q’ - l)/(q” - IL) and m = t/d, Vt’ is an iq’ - 1, r/d)/ maximal sh% 
register iode over C?F(qd). By Theorem 4.3 
Ga = [1, fi,. . ., /3*+] 
where /3”~(+-‘) = 1. Supgosc 
/3’ = a/3* 
where a E GF(qk) and 0 s i e j c nl. Then 
B W-0(+1) = 1 
which means that rtt 1 j - i. Hence i = j. Therefore GX contains (q’ 7 l)/(qd - 1) 
nonzero columns which are not multiples over GF(qd). If A T(z) denotes the weight 
enumerator polynomial of VT, then we get from Corollary 4.4 
A::(t)= 2 2 A,j'fi (q’--qL)ti 
I=0 j-o 4 #LO 
where Av is the number of (m -- j)-dimensional subspaces crf GF(qd)” which 
corrtains exactly nr - i of the nl ‘columns of G*,. Let W denote a subspace of 
GF(qd)” of dimerfsion pit - j. Then W contains exactly (41’~” - ?)/(qd - 1) of the nl 
columns of Gf. ‘?%erefore we get 
Aj = r[ r-q n-‘-’ &y+p& if at _i=g’-d’-l 1 
b&O q -q qd-1 l 
zz 0 ij a1 
_ +q- - 1 
e-l ’ 
which is the same as 
= 0 if iZqr-q~-q 
qd-1 l 
From Lemma 2.4 and Theorem 5.1 we get the result, 
mpk Let V be an irreducibie cyclic (21,6) binary c Q, Then 19 5: 3(25 -& 1) 
e can apply Theorem 8.1 with q = 2, r = ord&) = 2, I = 3, d = 1, N = 1, aind 
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= 1. ~“+~(2’- l)zfz2--‘+(23_ 1)(2’_2)t’2z-W 
= 1 + 21re+42t’2. 
This agrees with Table 16.1 in Berlekamp [3]. 
Remark Putting d = f in Theorem 9.1 we get that an igeducible cyclic 
((4’ - 1)/N, I) code has 
A(r) = 1 + (4’ - l)fI’-‘((q-I)‘~), 
whenever N 1 q - 1, gcd(Z, N) = 1. This was first provl:d by Oganesyan, Yagdzyan, 
and Tairyan [lo]. 
10. Codes with small vah~es of nl 
In this section we give a survey of the binary codes with n1 Q 35. In particular we 
give the complete weight enumerator polynomial of all binary codes with n, d 17. 
Each entry in Table 1 gives the value of m. If the corresponding values of A, may 
be found from some general theorem this is indicated by a letter as follows: 
A. Theorem 2.5 (m = n,). 
B. Theorem 2.6 (m = nI - I). 
C. Theorem 2.7 (m = 2). 
D. Theorem 9.1 (nt = (2& - 1)/(2’ - 1)). 
E. Theorem 4.6 (direct sum of codes with lower parameters). 
F. Theorem 8.2 (MDS code). 
For some of the codes not covered by any general theorem, we have computed 
the values of Ay. We developed an algorithm for enumerating the subspaccs of a 
finite dimensional vector space over a finite field (this may appear in print later). 
Combining this with the definition of Aii we wrote a FORTRAN program to compute 
the Ai, and we have T”rm it on the UNIVAC 1110 at the University of Bergen for a 
number of values of nl and d. Some of these are give,n.tieIow. In particular we give 
complete information for all codes with nt - Z 17. In the: tables, A*, is found in row i 
and column j, with rows alnd columns numbered 0, 1,2,. . . . In Table 8 we give the 
actual weight for the codes with nl W r= 7; to simplify the expressions we have put 
!’ - 1 = L. 
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Table 2, n, = 11, d = 2, M = 5. 
I 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 55 
0 55 
0 55 
0 110 
0 55 
f? 11 
0 
0 
c 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
165 
660 
2112 
2860 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
55 
825 
4917 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
11 
330 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
Table 3. nc = 13, d 12, m =6. 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 52 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 ( 0 0 0 0 
0 351 39 0 0 0 0 
0 0 520 0 0 0 0 
0 676 3536 286 0 0 0 
0 0 13728 5772 78 0 0 
0 286 3so22 62959 4277 13 0 
0 0 40248 _307788 88738 1352 1 
%tbIe 4. n, = 13, d = 3, m = 4. 
1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 % 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
ir, I, $$ 0 0 0 0 0 
$7’ :*;r- 0 $2 0’ 0 0 f.<:c 
.I ;a’ f. 0 78 01 0 0 .p,. ;‘: f; 0 If6 7Is 0 0 
& Q 3% 793 13 0 
2 $ 0 104 3874 572 1 
. 4 
‘.* .+ ?. 
; 
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Table 5. n, = 17, d = 1, m = 8. 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 68 0 0 
0 0 0 0 \- 
0 85 0 0 ’ 
0 0 272 0 
0 68 884 0 
0 0 1428 476 
0 34 1904 3808 
0 0 2380 9520 
0 0 2108 119720 
0 0 1292 28220 
0 0 458 25211 
a 0 68 lo200 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 
34 0 
2210 0 
11900 680 
39236 6528 
77605 30243 
69802 59704 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
136 0 0 
1887 17 0 
8772 238 I 
Table 6. n, = 17, d =: 2, m = 4. 
1 01 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
a Cl 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 Cl 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 c 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 68 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 136 0 0 
0 17 85 17 0 
0 0 136 68 1 
-- 
Appendix 
In this appendix we give wrne reds whose proofs require some number theory. 
ive necessary and sufficient conditions for k/f = nr arod for k II = ns - 1 
mm A.3 below) in which cases the weight distributions we 
- _ eoremrs 2.5 and 2.6. Further we show the existence of 8t;tt & satis 
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requirements of Lemma 4.5, (Theorem A.6 below). Finally we find an explicit 
formula for the largest such e (Theorem A.9 below), a very useful result for the: 
actual calculation of weight distribution polynomials. 
Throughout the appendix a, nt, and I are positive integers such that a > 1 andl 
gcd (a, n,) = 1, p dents a prinle, o,(b) the (additive) p-adic valuation of 6, andi 
ord&) the muftipticative order of c modulo b. Further 
r = ordrr (a), d * gcd (r, I), 
m = Qfd,,t,~-l, (a’ ), 
s= n P u,(n,) p t = h/s, 
pf#3d- 1 
I( = ord, (a’), 
h = 11 if s is odd or &=I (mod4), 
z 2 nd~u~~r).w~4~*+1N-l otherwise. 
The following welt known facts (Lemma A.1) will be used repeatedly. 
Lemma A.1. Let p 1 n - 1. 23ten we have 
(i) %W -1)=vP(a+l)+~P(~)ifp=2,a==3(mod4),and~isev~rz, 
= v, (a - 1) + o, (F ) otherwise. 
(ii) If gcd(b, c) = 1, then ord&z) = lcm(or&(a), ord, (a)). 
Table 7. a,= 21, d = I, m =6. 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
r'. . 0 3; E: :: 0 i! 
;;r- 0 '4' &‘ 0 ; :. ', 0 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
21 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
42 28 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 126 3 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 315 63 0 0 0 
0 0 168 0 0 0 
0 182 31s 28 0 0 
0 0 SO4 1261 0 0 
0 0 294 315 21 0 
0 0 48 182 42 1 
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A.2. I44 thaw 
m = Orhad.- ,,(dJ) = lcm (sh -*, cd). 
Prod. If (r/d)/ M, then 
nr(ad - 1)1 uMd - 1 if and only if n&t - 1)1 uMf - 1. 
205 
m = ordm,(ad-l)(ud) 
= lcm (lcm,,,d - I { ordpuptnz)+ +tad.- I) (44 “)) or& (a *)). 
By Lemma A-1. (i) 
v, (ordp4wup(ad- I&~)) = q,(nl) = t&h -‘), 
unless p = 2, ud +S 3 (mod 4), and t~&t~) >0 (i.e. s is even) in which case we get 
21*mP~(Cl,u2(m,)-o,rtld*1)) = poh -9 
9 
and so 
m = km fl pv~(sk-‘), u  = km (sh --‘, u). 
pi&-l 
Theorem A.3. We have that 
(i) m =: ttt if and only if @ 1 nt + p Iad - 1) and (ad = 1 (mod4) or 
v2(nr) 6 1), 
( 1 ii tn = rrr - 1 if und on/y if nl is a prime, a is 4 primitive root (mod n,), and 
d= 1. 
Bwf. By Lemma A.2, M = nl if and only tt t = 1 and h = 1, and m = nI - 1 it’ and 
i- only if s = 1 and Ord,,,(ud)= nl - 1. The theorem follows easily. 
c. 
6 
j . 
0 i ?rdl fs)jg.___ :=,_ ’ s gcd(ord, (a), d) 
op$ (a, 
gcd(ord, (a), I) 
?“, 
)j 
s 5: 
z lcm (ord, (UN = lc-m(ord, (Q ), Q 
11 g1 d E * 
Prams* We have to prove that 
gcd(ord, (a), d) = gcd(ord, 4a), I). 
The IePt hand exprczssion divides the right hand expression. Further 
gcd(ord, (a), 1) 1 gcd(r, I) = rd 
and 
gcd(ord, (a), I) 1 ord, (a) 
which shows that equality holds. 
(ii) We have 
or& (a) = I;$ord*t,, (a)) 
=lcm(p -@*“~(r)-z~ ’ c,rdP (a )) 
Plf 
“‘)- ‘PI, km (ord, (a))) . 
art 
!&ma A.5 LRt p be a prime #dinid@ nr and let .nz = nIpI’, r’ := ord,(a), 
d’ = gcd(r’, I), etc. 
(i) If p 1 s, then s’ = sp-‘, t’ = t, and u’ = u. 
(ii) ff p 1 t, then s’ = s and t’ = tp? 
(iii) h’= h/2 if p =2, a’= 3 (mod4) and 1~ v*(s) < V&B + 1) 
= h stherwise. 
Proof. Let pl 1 n2 be a prime. Then pl I nl, and so pl 1 a’ - I and pi I a”.- 1. Hence 
1 = gc*d(a’ - 1, a’ - 1) if and only if pl 1 ad’ -. 1. (i) antd (ii) now follow from 
the definitions of s’ and t ’ except that u * = u in (i) follows from Lemma A.4. 
We divide the proof of (iii) into four cases. 
Case I. s(s)< 1. Then v&‘)G 1 and so h’= h = 1. 
Case II. vz(s)>l and ad mad’= 1 (mod4). Then h’= h =: 1. 
Case Ill. vz(s) > 1, ad = 1 (mod 4), and ad’ = 3 (mod 4). 
Then d Ss even, d’ is odd, and Q ~53 (mod4). Hence f is even and t3o r’ is odd. 
Therefore V&F’) G t12(u” - 1) = 1 and so k * = h = 1. 
Case IV. v2(s) > 1 and ad = 3 (mod I). Since d’ 1 d, d’ is odd &o. Hence 
v2(ad + 1) = V&J + 2) = v2(ad’ + 1). If p is odd, then t&‘) = u&) and SO k * = h. Xf 
p = 2, then h r 2mi~u2~sJ**A~+1))-* and h’ x ~~M*~(~)-~*QW+~)P~ and (iii) fo&pws, 
Let 
E = E( nI) = (e 1 e is an integer dividing nt such that ~fdf,,~~~~~~‘c!& ‘) = m le 1, 
Ckariy, E is not empty since 1 E E Let 
I?* = tJ*(nlj)= [e E E(m)lgcd($, s) = 1 where do = gcd (ord,,,t# (a jr I)). 
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Theorem A.6. l71e set E”(nJ is not empty for any nl. 
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on nl. If nl = 1, then 1 f E*(n,). Let 
nl > 1 and suppose the assertion is true for all lower values, Iii gcd( n,, (a ’ - l)/(a * -- 
1)) *t 1, then 1 E E+ (nl). Otherwise let p be a prime dividing gcd(nl, (n’ - I)/@* - 
1)). Let n2, r’, etc. be! defined as in Lemma A.5 We note 
p Igcd(nl, s’ - l)fgcd(a’ - 1, u’ - 1) = Q* - 1. 
Hence p IS. By Lemma A.l.(i), p 1 f/d since V&Z’ - I)> U&Z* - 1). Therefore 
p # r/d and so p Y u since u 1 ord,, (ad) = r/d. We show that h’ = h. Suppose 
h’ # h. By Lemma AS. (iii), p = 2, a = 3 (mod 4) d is odd, and u@) > 1. Since 
S]a=- 1, r is even, a contradiction since p = 2 k r/d. Hence h’ = h. Since p $ u 
end u’= u! we get 
fill’ z-: Icm(s’h’-‘, u’) = Icm(sp-‘h-‘, u) = p -‘m. 
Hence p E E(n*). By the induction hypothesis, thert; exists an e’ E E*(nz). Hence 
e’p E E*(n,). 
Corollary A.7. We haue max E*(n,) = max E(n*). 
Proof. Let e = max E(12,). By Theorem A.6 there exists an e’E E+(nJe). Hence 
ee’E E(n,) and so e’= 1 by the maximality of e. Therefore 1 E E *(nJe) and so 
e E E*(n,). Since E *(nl) is a subset of E(n& e = max E*(n,). 
Lemma AS. ii). 1 e f nl, then 
mf. (i) By induction on e. Et is true for e = 1. Let e = p and let m ’ = 
ofd~Rt~P)Ia~ + ( Q ’ ). If p 1 a w - 1, then m = HZ ’ 01: m = pm I, otherwise m = 
fcm(m’, ord,(a ‘)) c m ‘p. Hence m * 2 m/p r,n all cases. Finally, suppose e is 
composite and iet p 1 e. By the induction hypothesis 
ord 
1 1 mm 
(RIP - ‘/c,p - I)@ ’ - I,@‘) a-- )~ord~ip-~co~-~,(a’)~-.-= - 
eP epW1 p 6 
(ii) By (i) and & E E(nl) we get 
Hence. we have equality and SO et E E(nl). 
Let fi = &,c p ad define es and et by 
v&,) = imax (0, vJs) - v&d) if p# 2 or h ::= 1, 
= imax (0, mire &(sh -‘) - v&d), yz(s) - V&Z + 1)) if p = 2 and 11 > 1, 
q&)= lnnax(O,uF(t)-2, - max 0-b (4, up w 4 (a)))) for all p. 
Tk0lreml k.9. tire0 = e&. We Olave E E(nr) if and only ij e 1 EKES. I’n paticuiar 
wax & *(xr,) = max .E(nl) = eo. 
Lemma A.10. LAS! u1 = ord,,(a d). Then 
(i) u1 =: ord,,Jad), 
0 ii E&$ 
(iii) tl 1 t,‘ef. 
&a&, For e 1 ni, let e, = &.,l.p”~(e) and e, = &p’@. Further, let n; = nJe, 
I’ = ord,,(a), etc. I’rom Lemma AS we get by induction that s’ = s/e, and t’ = t/e,. 
Hence b:y Lemma 8.2, e E E(nl) if and only if 
km [t hrW1, d) = --&lcnu(sh”*‘, u). (A4 
First we show that if e E E(n,), then e 1 E,E~ By Lemma A.8 (ii), p”p”‘E E(nl). 
Hence what we have to show is that if pd E E(nl), then p’ 1 E,E~. First, let 
e = p8 E E(m), where p 1 s and S >O. By Lemma A.5 (i) w’= U. Hence, by (1) we 
get 
mW%W’-“I- 6, up(u))= max(v,(~~~b-*), v&d) - 6. 
Since h’i h we have qJsh’-‘)a v,,(sh-I). Meme we must have vp(h3 = v,(h) and 
v,(sh-‘)-a- S 2 o,(u). If p#2 or h = 1, then _q (h’)= q,(h)=O. If p =2 and h r 1, 
then by Lemma A.5 (iii), v2(h’) = v*(h) oniy if v&)- 6 2 O&J + 1). Hence we get 
6 s u,(~,) in both cases. Next, Iet a = p” E E(nl) where p 1 t and S >O. By (A.l), 
we get 
u,w = V‘ (u) - s. 
By EE:mrna A-4, this is possible only if 
q#)-- 6 - z, a max It+(l), u,(ord, (a))) 
Z= max (v,(d), vp (ord, (a))) 
and so S G v, (+ lhis proves that if e E E(nr), then e I ~~8~. We go on to Q~QW the 
wer~e and Lemma A.10. Let e. = E~E~. Since q, (I:‘; )< v, (t) when uP( t) > Q we see 
t r:== ?{I and lr f (t/eI) which proves (iii). Furthe .. 
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If q,(c,) = 9, then clearly I@) = u,(u’)~ If Q(E~))O we $sow that u,(i) = V&I). 
Since r 
o;d,(a)ldord.(a’)= MC-’ 
we get 
vP ford, (a)) s v, (d) c q, (t) - z, = v, (ord, (a)). 
Since r = Icm(ord,(a), ord,(a)) and d = gcd(r, I) this implies that q,(l) = t+(d). 
Hence q,(k)= q(u)- q&). This proves that u’= U/E,. Further 
and we get, by Lemma A.4,, 
%(t) - zP - v&,) =: max(v,, (ord,,(a)), o,(Z)) 
QrdtiS,(ad) =
lcm (ord,l (a), 1) = 
I 
Ul** 
This proves (i) and (ii). Next we see that h’ = h. It foIllows that (AS) is satisfied, i.e, 
that e E E(nl). In general, if e 1 E,E~ then e E E(n,) by Lemma A.8 (ii). 
We next find necessary and sufficient conditions for m/e0 = 2 or m/e,, = 
(n&0) - 1. 
Note that we hajre by Lemma A.4 and Lemma A.10 
U ’ = ord,(a”‘) = or&(ad) = ord,,(ad) = u1 
where u’, d’ etc. refer to n ; = nJeu. 
Theorem AX. We have thar nz ’ = 2 if and unly if the following condi?bns hold. 
(i) IfpIt, thenp/ad+l. 
ifii) If t =s. 1, hen a d =3 (m0d4) tend v&)) 1. 
Proof, Suppose m’ =2. Let & and p $ ud+l. Since p tad+1 and p&’ 
Qd -lwehavep # ati- 1. Therefore we have by Lemma A.2 and Lemma A. 10 
which contradicts that m’ = 2, Hence (i) is proved. 
Let t = 1. Suppose Q d $3 (mod 4) ar vz(s) G 1. Then M = h = 1 and therefore 
VP (El) = vP(s) for all p. Hence E# = J: and 
?n’J:~nn ( 1 f,d =1 s 
a ccmtradiction. Hence (ii) is proved. 
Suppose (i) and (ii) hold. Note that 
u = 2 n p&w-r~ Pf’ 
twherip: 
z ;, = v~(u~~P~(“~ - 1) = z,, + q,, (d). 
It is sufficient to show that 
and 
vJeo)= q,(m) when p 1 nl, p odd, 
v&J = v2(m)- 1. 
Let p 1 s, p odd. Then g(u) = 0 and we get by definition and by Lemma A.2 
u,(m) = max(vJs), u,(u)) = v&k). 
Let p 1 t. By definition and by Lemma A.2, 
s(m) = maxlu,(s;), v&4)) 
= max (up (ordpb-4(1) ad)9 %(ordp%W(ad))) 
= max(O, q,(t)- z, - g(d)). 
Since 
ord,l (a ) 
ordrl(ad)= gcd(ord,,(a),a 2 I 
we have q,(d)2 v, (ord,,(a)). IIencc; q,(m) = q,(eo). Let p = 2. If t > 1 then 
R(U) = 1 and we get by straightforward calculations that vz(eO) = v2(m) - 1 in all 
cases If t = 1, then u = 1, ad = 3 (mod 4), and tit(s) > 1 which ako give v&Q = 
v2(m)- 1. 
Theorem A.12. We have that iy/t ’ = n; - 1 if and only if the following conditions 
hold, 
(i) t = p’ for some i > 0, 
(ii) orId,( p - 1, 
(iii) i =z 1 or z, + q,(d)= 1, 
(iv) gcd(s,p - l)= 1. 
Proof. Suppose m’ = n: - 1. Since SW-~ 1 gcd(m’, n;) = 1 we have s’ = 1. If t = 1, 
then t’ := 1. Hience n I = 5 and M ’ = 0, a contradk.tion. If t = pta where f2 ) 1, and 
there exists a prime p2 # p which divides t2, then 
g+ a,= ord,,(ad) < t,- 1, 
singe if is composite. By Lemma A.10 and Lemma A.2 we have 
m’6 lcm(s’, a”)< ,s’tl - 16 & - 1. 
This proves (i). 
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Iford,(ad)(p-1,thenut<p-1andasabovervegetm’<nI-l,acontradic- 
tion. Hence (ii) is proved. 
If (iii) does not hold, then 
vp(t’) = VP(t) - v&i), 
= min(v,&), 2, + max(u,(d), q, (ord,,(a)))), 
= min(i, z, + v, (d)), 
> 1. 
Therefore t’ > p. Since s’ = 1 we have m ’ = u’ = p - I by Lemma A.10 and Lemma 
A.2. This proves (iii) since n ; - 1 > p - 1 = m ‘. 
if gcd(s,p - I)> 1, then by definition z+,(E~)< v,,(s) when pllgcd(s,p - 1). 
Hence s’ > 1, a contradiction and (iv) is proved. 
Suppose that @-(iv) hoid. Then by (i) and (iii) we have I’ = p. From (ii) and 
Lemma A.10 we get u’= p - 1. Since gcd(s,p - 1) = 1 we have that s is odd and 
therefore by definition es = s. Therefore s’ = 1. This gives 
m’= lcm(.s’h’-‘, u’)= p - 1 = s’t’- 1 
which was to be proved. 
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